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Transcriber’s Handbook for 1851

This handbook is a companion to the Transcriber’s Handbook. Please read both!

Thank you for volunteering (or considering volunteering) to transcribe a census from 1851!

In the general Transcriber’s Handbook we’ve already covered the method you’ll use to transcribe
(microfilm, internet or other), which census you’d like to transcribe, how to sign up, general
instructions on transcribing, and what to do with your transcript once finished. This handbook will get
you set up for transcribing the 1851 Canada West (Ontario) census.

1. About the 1851 census
2. Finding Census Images on the Internet
3. Census location information
4. Census columns being transcribed
5. Transcript example

Quick Links:
 Transcriber’s Handbook
 Volunteer Expectations
 Templates
 Sharing Agreement
 Frequently Asked Questions
 Help!

The 1851 Census
In 1851 Ontario was known as Canada West (Ontario wasn’t named Ontario until 1867). And
while we refer to it here as the 1851 census, this census was enumerated over a two year
period and the enumeration date is 12 Jan 1852. So this year is also referred to as the 1852
census and the 1851/2 census.

Much of this census did not survive but in some areas where the personal schedule (Schedule
A) was lost the agricultural census survived. In these cases we welcome the transcription of the
agricultural census (Schedule B) as it provides some information on the inhabitants of these
areas.

This census was four pages wide.
Page A: Names of people, their occupations, place of birth, religion, age & sex
Page B: Mental status, familial status (part of the family or not), those attending school, births
& deaths in 1851
Page C: All about the house they lived in – number of stories, number of families living within,
etc.
Page D: Mills, factories, etc and how many were employed by these mills, factories, etc. As well
as enumerators remarks.

http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/handbooks/transcribers-handbook.pdf
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/handbooks/transcribers-handbook.pdf
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/handbooks/transcribers-handbook.pdf#expectations
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/volunteer-templates.html
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/handbooks/transcribers-handbook.pdf#share
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/handbooks/transcribers-handbook.pdf#faq
http://www.geneofun.on.ca/db.php?database=ogwcensus&template=ogwcensus-homet.html&search=VOLTYPE&find=1851AGR&sort=YRCODE,TWP&max=100


The pages were laid out as you see below with the first page of the sub-district on its own and
every page thereafter doubled up. Think of it as a book with it’s pages torn out (which it is
really!). This is how they were microfilmed and how you will find them both on microfilm and
as digital images at the Library & Archives Canada website.

Keep these images in mind further down in this handbook, they are important when it comes to
page numbers and what information is being transcribed!

Finding census images on the internet

Library & Archives Canada has made the 1851
census available for free on their website and
these images can be used for transcribing &
proofreading.

To find the census you chose to transcribe:
1. Go to the Library & Archives Canada

website (this link takes you directly
to the Advanced Search page but if
you’ve used another link to the LAC
website choose the 1851 Census,
then ‘Advanced Search’)

2. Fill in the form as shown here
replacing ‘Norfolk’ with the district
(county) you’ve chosen and
‘Houghton’ with the sub-district
you’ve chosen. Be sure to check the
Canada West (Ontario) and the A*
boxes as indicated by the arrows. If you are transcribing the agricultural census
(Schedule B) check the B box instead of the A box.

3. Hit ‘Submit Query’ and then ‘Associated Images’

http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/1851/001005-100.02-e.html


Census Location Information

It’s important that each census transcript be correctly identified. This will allow researchers who wish
to view the original census record to find it quickly and easily (it also helps proofreaders!)

At the top of each transcript the following information is requested:
LAC_FILM_NO - can be provided by the Volunteer Coordinator
LDS_FILM_NO - can be provided by the Volunteer Coordinator
CEN_YR - the census year you’re transcribing (ie. 1861)
DISTRICT NAME - described below
DISTRICT NUMBER - described below
SUB-DISTRICT NAME - described below
SUB-DISTRICT NUMBER - described below
ENUMERATOR - Name(s) of enumerator(s)* described below
TRANSCRIBER - your name
INPUTTER - name of person who typed the transcript into the computer (if not you)
PROOFREADER - leave blank

For the most part the census location information is provided on our website (see Step 2 in the
Transcriber’s Handbook) and you can glean it from there:

DISTRICT NAME: Norfolk County
DISTRICT NUMBER: 25
SUB-DISTRICT NAME: Houghton Township
SUB-DISTRICT NUMBER: 234

If you’ve found the needed location information on the website,
skip to the next step.

Finding the Census Location Information on
Microfilm:

At the beginning of the microfilm will be a page similar to
the one on the right.

It gives the name of the “District” (NORFOLK COUNTY)
plus a listing of the “Sub-Districts” on this film and the
District # assigned to each one.

If, for example, you were transcribing Hougton Township
this information would go at the top of your template:

DISTRICT NAME: Norfolk County

http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.com/contact-form.html
http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.com/contact-form.html


DISTRICT NUMBER: 25
SUB-DISTRICT NAME: Houghton Township
SUB-DISTRICT NUMBER: 234

Finding the Census Location Information on the Internet:

You’ll find the District & Sub-District information (highlighted yellow in the example below) on
the search page you use to view the images:

Census columns being transcribed

Transcribing the agricultural census (Schedule B)? Read through this information and at the
end of this section is specific information regarding transcribing the agricultural census.

While ENUMERATOR is included with the Census Location Information it’s not actually needed
to locate the original census record. However it can be important information (especially if the
enumerator was your ancestor!) and applies to more than one census page. So we’ve included
it at the top of each transcript with the location information.

The name of the enumerator can usually be found on page d at the very top of the page. If the
census you’re transcribing has more than one division take a look for the enumerator’s name at
the beginning of each division. It’s common for each division to be enumerated by different
people. In this case make note beside each enumerator which division they did (i.e. Div 1 =
Samuel Pinnock)

We’re asking for all columns on page a to be transcribed with the addition of the marital status &
enumerators remarks columns. You are welcome to transcribe pages b, c and d as well but they are
optional.

DIVISION = Division number
PAGE NO = Census Page Number
LINE NO = Line Number
LAST NAME = Surname of individual
FIRST NAME = First name of individual (and middle name or initial if present on the census)
OCCUPATION = Occupation, Trade or Profession
PLACE BIRTH = Place of Birth
RELIGION = Religion



RESIDENCE = Residence if outside of limits
AGE
SEX
MARITAL = Marital Status (M = Married; S = Single; W = Widowed)
REMARKS = Enumerators Remarks
TRANSCRIBERS REMARKS = Your remarks
PROOFREADERS REMARKS = To be used by proofreaders only

DIVISION
Not all sub-districts need this column and if this is the case for the sub-district you’re
transcribing you can delete the column or leave it blank. In the 1851 census divisions
are referred to as ‘parts’.

To find out if the census you’re transcribing is divided into
divisions look at the bottom of the page:

This indicates there is more than one
division (Part 1 is shown here):

This indicates there aren’t any
divisions:

When transcribing from the census
images on the internet each division
(part) will be listed separately (as
shown by the image on the right).

So if your sub-district has more than one part be sure you’ve transcribed them all.

PAGE NO
The 1851 census has two sets of page numbers. One set is printed, the other
handwritten. Both appear in the upper right corner (as indicated by the arrows) of the
right hand pages. The printed page numbers will be every-other (ie. 1, 3, 5, 7, etc), the
handwritten page numbers will be sequential (1, 2, 3, 4, etc).

This example shows the printed page number is 7 and the handwritten page number is 4. Both
are correct so it’s a matter of choice but whatever you choose be consistent throughout the
entire transcript (don’t start off using the printed numbers and switch to the handwritten or
vice versa).



When transcribing from the
census images on the internet
take note of the numbering. From
this example you see
p. 1a (1)
p. 1b, 1c, (2)
p. 1d, 2a (3)

The numbers followed by a, b, c
or d refer to the handwritten
numbers. The numbers in
(brackets) refer to the printed
numbers.

As we’re asking for the columns
from page a to be transcribed you
need not click on every image
(unless you’ve chosen to add in
optional columns) – just click on
the images with the letter a as indicated by the arrows.

LINE NO
For the 1851 census there is room for 50 people per page
and each of these lines are numbered. Transcribing the line
number helps locate where on the page each person is.

LAST NAME & FIRST NAME
While they’re listed together in the 1851 census we’ve
separated them for transcribing.

OCCUPATION

PLACE BIRTH
Place of Birth. In some sub-districts place of birth might be indicated by an F. From the
example below these people were born in “Canada F”. The F means born to Canadian
parents. Transcribe it as it’s written even if the F is on its own.

RELIGION
Transcribe as you see it – please don’t use abbreviations unless the enumerator has.

RESIDENCE
This column is used to indicate if someone was enumerated in an area where they did
not live. But this column was
also used to indicate marital status and can be confusing. Below are two examples:

This example is clear, the persons on lines 44-45 lived in Bayham.



This example is more of a challenge. The person on line 24 lived in Percy. The persons
on lines 25-26 and 28-29 are married (x = married) and that information should be
transcribed to the MARITAL column. However there are “ marks which usually indicate
ditto (meaning same as above) but they can be found on every page throughout this
particular sub-district. As it’s unlikely everyone lived elsewhere it’s safe to assume these
marks are meaningless in this column and don’t need to be transcribed. HOWEVER the
ditto marks may have meaning in other columns (like the religion column to the left –
look at lines 29-30). So use your best judgement and when in doubt transcribe exactly
what you see and make note in the TRANSCRIBERS REMARKS column of your
observations.

AGE
This column indicates the age of each person as of enumeration day (12 Jan 1852 in this
case) but like the RESIDENCE column above in some sub-districts it had a dual role. As
shown in this example there are X’s next to two ages. These x’s indicate marital status
(x = married) and should be transcribed into the MARITAL column.

SEX
In the 1851 census sex was divided into two columns. For transcription purposes we’ve
combined the columns and ask that an M be used to indicate Males and an F for
Females.

MARITAL
In the 1851 census the Marital Status column can be found on page b. But as you can
see from the RESIDENCE and AGE columns the enumerators also indicated marital status
on page a. Look for it in these two columns – an x means married, w means widowed.
Single is only indicated on page b but usually assumed if an x or w is not present on
page a.

REMARKS
This column is for the enumerators remarks which appear on page d. This column is
OPTIONAL.



Sometimes enumerators included some really
interesting remarks like this little tidbit:

“Mary Smith lives separate from her husband”

Use your discretion. If you feel there are comments made by the enumerator that should
be transcribed, use this column.

TRANSCRIBERS REMARKS
This is your place to make comments regarding the information you’re transcribing. For
example the ditto confusion mentioned above – you can use this column to make others
aware of the issue (i.e. “the enumerator used dittos on every line and since their
purpose was unclear I did[n’t] transcribe them”). If you have a comment that applies to
an entire family write it next to the head of household only (don’t repeat it for every
person). Try to keep your comments brief as they do appear online and long comments
create a very wide transcript.

*Note: If using Excel to transcribe please do NOT use comments (the ones you insert
from the menu). Use the TRANSCRIBERS REMARKS column instead.

PROOFREADERS REMARKS
To be used by proofreaders only, please leave blank.

Skip to the Transcript Example if transcribing the personal census (Schedule A)

Transcribing the Agricultural Census
Like the personal census the agricultural census was 4 pages wide (pages a, b, c, d) and we’re asking
for the transcription of page a.

DIVISION = same as above
PAGE NO = same as above
LINE NO = same as above
LAST NAME = same as above
FIRST NAME = same as above
CON = Concession or Range
LOT = Lot or part of Lot (np = North Part, sp = South Part, ep = East Part, wp = West Part, nep =
North East Part, etc)

All other columns (and pages) are optional.



How this will look transcribed:

Transcript Example
Take note of the DIVISION and PAGE_NO columns – please carry down these numbers so that
each line includes this information. It’s okay to have all pages and divisions on one page of the
transcript (there’s no need to create a new file or worksheet for each page), in fact it’s easier
as there’s only one file to keep track of.

The census location information was retrieved from the Census Project website

The names of the enumerators were retrieved from page d of each census division

http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.com/


And then the census record itself

Contact & Questions

Have questions about transcribing or need to contact the Volunteer Coordinator?

Web Form: http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/contact-form.html
E-Mail:

Also, the Library & Archives Canada website has a help page for the 1851 census:
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/1851/001005-130-e.html

http://ontariocensus.rootsweb.ancestry.com/contact-form.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/1851/001005-130-e.html

